
The Luxury Cream Foundation
What It Is:

A classic cream foundation 
with customizable 
coverage and a satin,    
skin-like finish.

What It Does:

Leaves skin smooth and 
seamless while instantly 
concealing blemishes, uneven 
skin tone, pores, and lines.

How to Use It:

Pick up a small amount (a little goes a long way) with           
The Poreless Beauty Puff and apply using downward strokes.     
Can also be applied with a damp makeup sponge for a more 
dewy finish. Add more for extra coverage where needed.

The Weightless Powder
What It Is:

An invisible loose powder 
with a velvet-matte finish.

What It Does:

Softens shines and sets 
foundation and concealer 
without altering the color or 
texture of makeup underneath.

How to Use It:

Pick up a small amount with the velour side of The Poreless 
Beauty Puff. Tap off any excess and gently pat onto skin.     
Can also be applied with a powder brush.

The Poreless Beauty Puff
What It Is:

A double-sided puff 
applicator for liquid, cream, 
and powder products.

What It Does:

Applies product smoothly 
without caking or emphasizing 
skin texture.

How to Use It:

Use the smooth side to apply liquid and cream products with 
downward strokes. Flip it over and use the velour side to apply 
powder with a gentle patting motion.

Shade 01

Deepest with cool 
undertones

Shade 02

Very deep with 
neutral undertones

Shade 03

Deep with cool 
undertones

Shade 04

Deep with neutral 
undertones

Shade 05

Medium-deep with 
cool undertones

Shade 06

Medium with neutral 
warm undertones

Shade 07

Medium with 
neutral undertones

Shade 08

Light-medium with 
warm undertones

Shade 09

Light-medium with 
neutral undertones

Shade 10

Light with cool 
undertones

Shade 11

Very light with cool 
undertones

Shade 12

Lightest with neutral 
undertones*

*Shade 12 can also be used as a mixer to lighten your shade for 
custom highlighting and brightening.
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